











Power Bill Slasher - Go solar from just $9995 - Click here 
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How much does Solar cost?
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Solar Calculator
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Options for financing your Solar install
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How Solar Works
Watch this video for a simple explanation
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Save your wallet and the planet
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FAQ
Our frequently asked solar questions
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Knowledge Hub
Find out more about solar
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Small System
2 People  Retired/at home

3kW
Medium System
3-4 People  Small Family

5kW
Large System
4+ People  Large Family

8kW

[image: ]Commercial Solar

Small Business
Small office or Workshop

12kW
Medium Business
Commercial or Multi Offices

20kW
Large Business
Industrial Premises

60kW
Farm Solar
Smart farm

School Solar
Better future
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Solar Panels
AIKO Solar Panels

Inverters
Fronius Inverter

Battery Storage
Tesla Powerwall


Solar Monitoring
Fronius Solar.web
Tesla App


Electric car chargers
Tesla Wall Connector
Fronius Wattpilot
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About Us
NZ's #1 Solar Retailer
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Our Process
Harrisons make going solar easy
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Our Price Promise
If you find a better price, we'll match it + Flybuys
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Our Locations
Find Your Local Harrisons Solar Expert
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Small System
1-2 People Retirees

5kW

Medium System
3-4 People Small Family

8kW

large System
4+ People Large Family

10kW
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Small Business
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Medium Business
Commercial or Multi Offices
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First Name
Last Name
Email
Phone










Thank you! Our friendly team will be in touch shortly.

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. 
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Email
Phone

Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.
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You can trust Harrisons Solar
NZ's #1
Solar Seller
New Zealand's #1 Solar Seller
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Solar Panels & Solar Power Installation
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Book a Free Quote Today
Book a FREE on-site measure and quote at a time that suits you, and we can also give you a proposal on the spot.
Free QuoteHow much could you generate?
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Book an Appointment Today!

Book a FREE on-site measure and quote at a time that suits you, and we can also give you a proposal on the spot.
Free QuoteHow much could you save?
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Why Go Solar
Slash your power bill and save the planet by going solar with Harrisons, NZ's #1 solar retailer.
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Learn more
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Learn more
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Learn how energy from the sun becomes clean, green electricity that powers kiwi homes and businesses and slashes your power bill.
Find out more
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Power Bill Slasher

10 Panel Solar System From $9995 Fully Installed
 T&Cs apply.
Find out more








Summer Solar Sale
10 Panel Solar System From $9995 Fully Installed
 T&Cs apply.
Find out more
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Read more
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Excellent service and more importantly technical knowledge from Julian who is actually an electrician

Excellent service and more importantly technical knowledge from Julian who is actually an electrician. Julian guided us through the process and was always happy to help. Excellent back up service also which can be hard to find these days.
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Harrisons Solar - Waikato have been great to deal with from the start.

Harrisons Solar - Waikato have been great to deal with from the start. There was no preassure with the product choice and they were very knoledgeable on their product. The follow up by their staff before installation was great and the install was done quickly and we were up and running. Very impressed would definitely recomed them if you are looking at getting solar.
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Found the whole process pretty easy and straight forward

Found the whole process pretty easy and straight forward
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Nerum Bonesetter went over the options with us and answered all our questions, and worked with us to plan our system and guide us through the necessary steps,

How do I even begin?Thorough, supportive and professional.from start to finishHarrison Solar was responsive and helpful, from the time we first called, through our decision-making process, and throughout the planning and installation of our system. Especially Nerum Bonesetter went over the options with us and answered all our questions, and worked with us to plan our system and guide us through the necessary steps, and the staff was also very helpful and efficient, and the installation went smoothly and as planned. Nerum Bonesetter also followed up with us to be sure the system was working as it should. We are very pleased with Harrison Solar and would recommend them wholeheartedly to anyone considering a solar installation...Call Harrison Solar and save some money..
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We have been so thrilled to work with Harrison’s Solar, Northland

We have been so thrilled to work with Harrison’s Solar, Northland.From our initial consultation with Sarel, to his team coming on-site and smashing out the work required for installation, to the always available Minnette who’s admin communication went above and beyond in helping us.It has been an absolute pleasure working with you all! Now…. Let the sun shine so we can make some energy!
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Excellent experience. Sarel was ++ knowledgeable

Excellent experience. Sarel was ++ knowledgeable, Minette was always very responsive and helpful, and Francois and Ben did a great install. We are very happy we went with Harrison’s. The competition was way too aggressive and pushy. They could learn a lot from Harrison’s team. Thanks guys.
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Alex's knowledge and advice ment we knew we were getting the best fit for us and the costings were fully explained.

From the first visit to the last we were completely satisfied with Harrisons Solar. Alex's knowledge and advice ment we knew we were getting the best fit for us and the costings were fully explained. Now its been running for a few months and couldn't be a more satisfied customer, we highly recommend them.
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From the very start of our meeting with Alex and his preparation of his proposal, we knew we were dealing with a knowledgeable professional team.

From the very start of our meeting with Alex and his preparation of his proposal, we knew we were dealing with a knowledgeable professional team. All questions answered fully and installation arranged seamlessly.  After 6 weeks if generation we are more than happy and can recommend Alex, Lauren and Joanna as the Harrison's team to go for.
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Professional approach and went into a high level of detail during the sales process 

There's 4x Harrisions Solar franchises in Canterbury. We went with Camerons who is based out of Rolleston. Professional approach and went into a high level of detail during the sales process when I asked lots of questions. Excellent quoting presentation that maps the products on your roof and data takes into account local weather and sunshine hours. Install was only 12 days after we paid the deposit - and was up and running that day. Very happy with the solution and would highly recommend.
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We have been very pleased with our solar installation by Cameron and his team at Harrison's. 

We have been very pleased with our solar installation by Cameron and his team at Harrison's. The installers worked very hard to deliver our system. The planning and after sales support has been faultless.
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Cameron was awesome to work with, full of knowledge, that he was happy to share, and always prompt for appointments.

We are very happy with our experience of having Harrison's install a solar system in our wee over 60's unit. Cameron was awesome to work with, full of knowledge, that he was happy to share, and always prompt for appointments.Our 7 panel system works great and our usual power bills of around $140 p/m have reduced to around $60 p/m.I must also give thanks to the on-site work team who completed the job with a minimum of fuss and disruption, and were so pleasant to have on site.Thanks also to Jenny for being so helpful and patient helping us out to get our side of the paperwork completed.I can highly recommend Cameron and the team to anyone looking to have SOLAR installed on their property.
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What a wonderful group to work with and the install team were amazing

What a wonderful group to work with and the install team were amazing. Swayze, Travis and Chris went above and beyond to make it easy and painlessCan highly recommend
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Every promise from Harrisons Solar Taranaki was delivered on.

From initial consultation with Sharon to installation day with Swayze and his awesome team has been faultless.Every promise from Harrisons Solar Taranaki was delivered on. Sharon always had time to answer questions and help navigate dealing with our power company. If you want solar in Taranaki, Harrison’s should be your only consideration. Thanks again team.
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The team from Harrisons in Taranaki were absolutely awesome when they installed our solar panels.

The team from Harrisons in Taranaki were absolutely awesome when they installed our solar panels. It was great team work and they certainly know how to work hard ! Thanks
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Harrisons offer a good solar product, but what really sets them apart, especially their Taranaki branch is the incredible customer service.

I don't typically write reviews but this seems warranted. Harrisons offer a good solar product, but what really sets them apart, especially their Taranaki branch is the incredible customer service. We signed up to have solar installed and every step of the process was incredibly well managed. All their staff went above and beyond to make sure you were informed about their product, how it integrated with other parts of the house, and even where to get the best deals on power. Nothing was ever too much trouble. True 5 star kiwi service.
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The solar panels were installed with minimum of fuss and with care and attention to detail

The solar panels were installed with minimum of fuss and with care and attention to detail. The installers were always thinking of the best way to install and keep things looking smart and tidy without our asking. very professional.
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The solar installation was inspected yesterday and the glowing recommendations 

The solar installation was inspected yesterday and the glowing recommendations for you Jon were wonderful to hear. Obviously Harrisons Solar and Bluewater are held in high regard by those in the industry. We are very lucky to have such expertise in our corner.Thank you again for your attention to all details of this installation.
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Cameron and his team were great in their communication, giving clear answers to our many questions and able to get the install done as quickly as possible

We had a number of quotes and discussions from a variety of potential suppliers. Cameron (Christchurch) provided us with great, timely information as we went through a minefield of information and differing views, to ensure what will be best for us and our needs. Cameron and his team were great in their communication, giving clear answers to our many questions and able to get the install done as quickly as possible. The pricing was in our range and the support from Cameron was exlempary in helping provide additional information for us to consider. Very satidifed with the service and experience.
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A great team to work with

We met with Stu at our home and discussed the benefits of solar. Stu was patient and importantly not pushy in any way. We made the decision to run with Harrison’s and within a month we were up and running. This time last year we paid Gas Power and line fees totalling $352 for January. This month our bill was $88.00! (Switched power companies also to get free power for 3 hours each night) - that’s a great return on our investment. Very happy with our decision.What a great team to work with, we can’t speak highly enough of the Waikato crew.
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 Julian has a lot of experience with solar here and around the world, nothing too much hassle for him

I had been wanting to invest in solar for years but hadn’t found the right mix of company and sales rep that I believed and trusted until I met Julian with Harrison’s Solar. Julian has a lot of experience with solar here and around the world, nothing too much hassle for him . The install went flawlessly, complete in one day with a 20 panel 8 K/Wh system and Tesla battery. This is a big investment and you want to be happy and comfortable with your decision, I have no regrets what so ever.
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Julian and his team did an amazing job at answering all my questions and putting me at ease that the solution proposed was tailored to my situation 

I wasn't sure what to expect going into this project but Julian and his team did an amazing job at answering all my questions and putting me at ease that the solution proposed was tailored to my situation and now that the work is done, I can 100% say I am satisfied with the finished product.I did a lot of my own research beforehand (highly recommend getting a Tesla Powerwall Battery installed if you can to really make use of the system) and I felt very comfortable throughout the whole process.Well done Julian and Liam. I'll be sure to recommend you to everyone that asks me about my setup and look forward to getting another Powerwall battery installed in the near future!
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Excellent in explaining how the system operates and helpful in giving advice and guidance. 

We have had an excellent experience with Harrisons installing solar panels and Tesla battery.  Julian was excellent in explaining how the system operates and helpful in giving advice and guidance.  I would recommend Harrisons for solar installation.
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 I went with Harrison’s Solar because expertise and knowledge Julian held 

I had many companies quote our Solar. I went with Harrison’s Solar because expertise and knowledge Julian held with his previous experience as an electrician. Most other companies had salespeople who had no idea what they were talking about. The install was excellent, Shiraz and his team did an excellent job. I would highly recommend Julian and Harrison’s for your Solar.
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Very professional to deal with. Superb communication and explained the products really well.

Hassle-free transaction with Daryl, Karyn, Blair and the team. Very professional to deal with. Superb communication and explained the products really well.The installation was neat and tidy. It only took 1 day to finished. Super impressed with the result.Thank you so much for your hard work and would highly recommend.
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Super quick and highly professional team.

Had Daryl and his team back last month to install a battery on the system we had installed by them in 2020. Super quick and highly professional team.
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Darryl and his team did a great job with the solar and battery installation

Darryl and his team did a great job with the solar and battery installation at my place from everything to positioning of solar panels and battery’s it was all beautifully laid out. Super happy
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Excellent quality product and excellent service

Excellent quality product and excellent service.  A big thanks to Struan, Rachael and the team for making the process so easy.
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Efficient and professional service 

I have nothing but high praise for the efficient and professional service given by Andrew McNabb from initial contact to installation of my solar panels, and am extremely happy with the outcome, as the electricity generated by the panels has resulted in a negative electricity account for the past year, so thank you.
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 A wonderful job done and I really would highly recommend Bevan and his installers as the preferred Solar installers in our region.

Our new solar installation has just been inspected by guys that issue the COC. He, as with myself, was highly impressed by the installation headed by Nick and his team.  I would like to add that I myself have very seldom seen such professionalism and  dedication to absolute detail displayed by Nick and his team. A wonderful job done and I really would highly recommend Bevan and his installers as the preferred Solar installers in our region.
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System is work just as promised saving some money and planet too.

Great Service by Laura and the team at Harrisons, the system was installed ahead of time, the installers Zeus and sons were great the boys had everything up in a day, were polite and tidy. Jennifer in the back ground helped make all the paper work go through smoothly and stress free. System is work just as promised saving some money and planet too.
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Totally Professional leaving no Questions unanswered

This is my second Install by Harrisons. Harrisons produce what they say they will. Totally Professional leaving no Questions unanswered. A pleasure to deal with.
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Great sales pitch, communication, friendly professional service

David, his installers and Annie were fantastic. Great sales pitch, communication, friendly professional service. Highly recommended
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Thank you for supporting the Breast Cancer Foundation of New Zealand

Thank you! Thank you for supporting the Breast Cancer Foundation of New Zealand. It is not until you need their support that you truly know just how vital their support is, they honestly make a huge difference on 'the journey'. So you are doing great things by being a sponsor.Thank you so much
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Gave us confidence and peace of mind knowing that we were getting the best bang for our buck

Sarel and the team at Harrisons Whangarei were fantastic to deal with. From specifying the system to installation, the process was easy. They know and understand their products capabilities and have years of experience in solar installations, which gave us confidence and peace of mind knowing that we were getting the best bang for our buck. If you are contemplating installing solar on your place, give Harrisons Whangarei a call.
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Can't say enough about the local Harrisons team

Can't say enough about the local Harrisons team, they were the only company who bothered to get back in touch, did a full site visit and were upfront with the costs and explained the process perfectly. The installation was smooth, the installation sparkies were great guys and trustworthy tradies, and you couldn't ask for more. Don't bother looking anywhere else, these guys know their stuff.
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Easy to deal with and knowledgeable

Easy to deal with Sharron and Steve. Knowledgeable and fully answered all our questions.Weather played a part in a slight delay for install. Install when it happened went without a hitch. Kane and the team from Kes electrical were friendly, efficient and did a great job.Sharron gave me a good insight into the app after commissioning was completed.We are really pleased we chose to go down this route. Good to see the panels producing our electricity.Glad we went with Harrison’s.
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Harrison’s Solar were a pleasure to work with

Both Stu and Collette  from Harrison’s Solar were a pleasure to work with. The team from Bo & Co Electrical were great to work with. So professional and great guys. Richard and I are very happy with our choice. A pleasure to work with everyone concerned.
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Sharron & Steve at Harrison's Solar Taranaki were wonderful to deal

Sharron & Steve at Harrison's Solar Taranaki were wonderful to deal with right from our first enquiry into solar power.  We felt extremely comfortable with the professional & friendly down to earth advice they provided us prior to our commitment.The installation of the panels & electrical work was undertaken by a skilled & friendly team which kept us informed throughout the job.Whilst we have had only a few days of output from the panels & those days have been a mixture of typical Taranaki spring weather, the generating efficiency has well exceeded our expectations.The post installation support from Sharron has also been of the highest standard & her advice regarding the use of the real time performance app has encouraged us to seek ways of making the most effective use of our electricity.We would not hesitate to recommend Sharron & Steve & the Harrison's products & team for anyone considering installing solar panels.
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Great Savings within the year of install

We had our solar put in by Alex Warren a year ago and we've put a fair amount of analysis over it this past year. Here're the key outcomes:- The actual solar generation over the year was spot on to what Alex estimated- In addition to purchased KW savings, there are large $ gains coming from understanding how you’re using power and making behavior adjustments- Increase in power pricing + low interest energy loans = great economics- Definitely recommend it
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Impressive Tesla Battery Performance

Thanks Harrison’s Hawkes Bay for another great team effort in installing our Tesla Battery. This completes our solar setup after installing solar panels with them 4 years ago. The great experience has continued even through a change in franchise owners. Our installer Phil also did our panels. The team are very prompt, personable, knowledgeable and communication is excellent. We are very impressed with the battery performance to date, with it’s self learning algorithms making the most of storing energy and exporting where necessary to make it as efficient as possible to save you money. Combined with the Contact energy Good Nights free power plan from 9pm to 12am to top up your battery for free each night we can already see even more cost savings beyond what we had with panels only. We compared many other solar battery systems prior to deciding on the Tesla. Although not the cheapest, it is by far one of the most superior in sophistication and technology making it one of the best currently available in NZ. If you are considering solar at any stage contact Laura and her team at Harrison’s HB to provide you with a very competitive price and superior service.
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Excellent service from Julian 

Excellent service from Julian to have a Tesla 2 Powerwall installed. He was fast and helpful. Much better service than I had before from  Harrisons. Well done!
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Efficient and their communication was awesome.

Great company to deal with, they were efficient and their communication was awesome.
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Very responsive to questions throughout the whole process.

Tineka and Andre were fantastic to deal with. Very responsive to questions throughout the whole process. It can be overwhelming looking into solar with all the different products on the market, but these guys know what they are talking about and help you understand how everything works. The installers were professional and clean. They very obviously knew what they were doing. We always wanted solar, but were a bit hesitant because of upfront costs. Our goals were to reduce our monthly costs and have backup power incase of a grid outage. Andre and Tineka helped us design a system that would sufficiently meet these goals without going over our budget. Loving our setup!
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Communication, scheduling and customer service, all superb!

Communication, scheduling and customer service, all superb! We had no issues whatsoever, everything went smoothly from initial presentation, installation up to inspection. Thank you Harrisons Solar for such a pleasant experience of doing business with you.
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Effortless process right through from quoting to install.

If you are looking for Solar this is your team. Professional, friendly, great communication and great workmanship. Effortless process right through from quoting to install.
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Solar power advice and knowledge was one of the reasons I chose Harrisons

Guy Coleman and the Harrisons installation team did a great job in planning and installing our solar system. The installers workmanship was absolutely top class, and they were very friendly. Going solar was the best decision we've made. And thanks to Guy for the good advice on solar power, Guys advice and knowledge was one of the reasons I chose Harrisons. Thanks to you all.
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Highly recommend them to all.

We are very happy with the installation and the professional, helpful service from Harrisons Northland. We highly recommend them to all.
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Exemplary Service from Start to Finish 

It was a pleasure dealing with HARRISONS SOLAR TARANAKI. Steve answered the questions we had, filled us in with added extras, discussed with us the  solar panel layout, the number of panels that were going to give us the greatest benefit. Sharron was informative and kept us up to date with the installation process. Then team Swayze and Travis arrived with the gear. Before we knew it, the installation was in full swing. What a great team Steve and Sharron sent out to us. They were, polite, informative and very professional in their work ethics, and as for the music (a great choice) they had playing was very pleasant to the ear. We have dealt with many-a tradie over the years and we can vouch that Harrisons Solar Taranaki is one of the best franchises  in the Taranaki region we have had dealings with. We are very happy from start to finish with the solar installation. Well done Steve, Sharron, Swayze and Travis you are an asset to our region.Kind regards,Don and Sue
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Excellent Install and handy monitoring app

Excellent installation and installers. Thank you. The app is so handy to check on solar power produced and your homes power use when you are not home.
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Managing Expectations and results

We contacted Harrison’s after discussing our neighbours Solar install. Due to work load it took a couple of weeks for our consultation. But the quote was basically instant. We were told from the get go the install would be approximately 10 weeks again due to work load. Sharron was very easy to with.
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Good Communication and follow up

Stu was a pleasure to work with. Had Good communication and made sure that we are happy with our choice. Visited our place multiple times to make sure we’ll achieved what we wanted. Came on the day of installation to check everything goes with the plan, and after installation to see if everything is alright. He looked after us very well. Same goes with Collette and the team from Bo & Co Electrical were great to work with. So professional guys.
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Exceeded Expectations: Punctual Installation, Efficient Service

I found the guys at Harrisons Solar to be extremely helpful - they went above and beyond the call of duty and installed my system on time and exactly as quoted.  My solar system is working well and I look forward to saving money on my next power bill!
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A Solar Journey with Outstanding Support and Rapid Results

Super helpful and responsive team with swift resolution of issues and questions - already seeing a huge reduction in my energy bills, so very pleased that we started this solar journey
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A Solar Maestro with a Heart for Community and Excellence

Julian von Olnhausen is a pro at what he does in every sense of the word.He was excellent at evaluating of the needs of our Koohanga Reo regarding the solar panels, finding the correct solution to our ongoing solar issues , and even stood on our roof and helped show us how to effectively clean and maintain our Solar panels.He worked closely with me so that I could understand the workings of our system.  He was always available to answer questions both before and after the installation.Julian is very sympathetic to our cause, Teaching Te Reo Maori to preschool aged children and even arranged to install on the weekend to avoid any disturbance for the children and teachers.We would highly recommend Julian again in a heartbeat!
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Exceptional Service and Expertise: Julian Delivers Stellar Solutions for Your Solar Needs!

I've fitted a Harrisons Solar System, and it works well. But I had a few outstanding questions that needed answering, and was extremely pleased when Julian went out of his way to look into these and solve then very quickly and professionally - most impressed! And would recommend him to anyone that needs someone that knows and enjoys their trade inside and out.
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Exemplary Expertise and Unparalleled Satisfaction – Harrisons Solar Delivers Beyond Expectations!

Harrisons Solar are an absolute pleasure to deal with. Carter the consultant is knowledgeable and offers extremely useful advice. Kate in the office is on the ball with all the necessary documentation and arrangements, making the whole business go like a dream.The installation was also flawless, with Harry and his team doing a first-class job and also ensuring we were completely happy with everything before leaving.I cannot recommend this company highly enough - it is the second time we have used them and we have been utterly delighted and fully satisfied each time.
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Exceptional Support, Professional Installation: Our First Experience with Harrisons Solar was Flawless

This is the first time we worked with Harrisons Solar for the install of a solar panel system. After we contemplated several configurations (battery only, with and without battery), we decided to go for solar only. The way how Harrisons Solar supported us in this journey was most professional. Very responsive, facts only, and a pleasure to deal with.

The Stotts installation team came several weeks earlier than expected. They too did a great job and completed the 18 panel system in a day."
All is working well and we highly recommend Harrisons Solar to everyone who is considering solar panels.
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Hussle free, reliable and top notch

I am very happy with the work of Harrison Solar-Canterbury team. Special mention to Carter and Kate who have been very helpful and making our experience great. I definitely recommend Harrison Solar who wants to install Solar on their home. Hussle free, reliable and top notch.
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We are thrilled with our new solar panels

We are thrilled with our new solar panels from Harrison’s Energy Tasman. Guy was fantastic from day one, he showed such professionalism and expertise that made the process simple and efficient. Their service was second to none and through every process, they kept us informed and ensured we were happy.
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Without a hitch

We would highly recommend Guy & Nikki. Everything explained well & installation went without a hitch. All installation staff really friendly & did a wonderful job. Would have no hesitation in recommending Harrisons Solar Marlborough. Thanks guys for everything
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Seamless and is absolutely stress free

Having just had our solar system installed I would like to congratulate Guy and Nikki Jacobson from Harrisons Energy Tasman for running a very efficient business. The whole process from initial consultation and being kept in the loop on time frames for various different things that had to happen along the way.
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Already we can see the benefits

Excellent service from start to finish. Unforeseen supply chain issues (COVID) delayed the installation, but the team kept us fully informed at all times. Full install including the Tesla Power Wall was completed 2 days ago and already we can see the benefits in cost savings. Highly recommend the service by Harrisons.
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Smooth process

Very happy with the system provided; panels and battery. Smooth process from initial visit through to final post-implementation review. Thanks to Laura, Dave and the team
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Happy with the performance

We were very happy with the performance of our solar and Tesla battery system during the recent outages due to Cyclone Gabrielle. 
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Better than I expected

So far the panels have performed better than I expected and this is through winter so cant wait for summer.
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We love our solar system and repeat customers

Wow- we were so impressed with Sharon and Steve at New Plymouth Harrison's Solar. The whole process from go to installation was superb. We enthusiastically recommend these people and their company and solar products 100%.
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We were really impressed

Wanted to say we were really impressed with Adrian for our solar install. He gave excellent advice, the install all went smoothly and everything just works the way it should. We were also really happy with the Trust power deal that gave us the 16c buyback rate. 
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Proficient in his field

I dealt with David Smith in the Taupo area to purchase and install my solar system. David patiently explained everything I needed to know and that was much appreciated as I had little prior knowledge about solar. Very happy to recommend David and Harrisons to others who are interested in a solar system in the Taupo area
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Communication is superb

Gareth and Catherine are very helpful. They have answered all our questions. Communication is superb. Highly recommend them
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Excellent! 

Excellent! Sarel responds very quickly to calls. His knowledge, advice and explanations are first class.
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Good value on a quality product

We found Harrisons Solar Northland to give good advice offering good value on a quality product. Their service to ensure the additional installation was well done, putting us at ease though out the process.
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 Superior products supplied and installed

Adrian was knowledgeable and kept us updated throughout the whole process from start to finish. Superior products supplied and installed with extreme professionalism; We will certainly be using Harrisons for future projects. Thank you team.
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Fantastic to deal with 

We couldn’t have asked for a higher level of pre-sales and after-install service for our solar installation from Andre and Tineka. They have been fantastic to deal with from our first enquiry and we are very happy with the solar panels and Powerwall products we purchased.
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I am most grateful

With thanks for your amazing service and assistance by the whole team at Harrisons with getting my solar system up and running. I am most grateful.
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Extremely satisfied with our install

Extremely satisfied with our Harrisons solar install. Julie and Greg were fantastic and answered all our questions, nothing was too much trouble. Their install team were really professional and efficient and did a great job. 
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Very happy with our system

Thanks for the excellent service and we are very happy with our system and will happily recommend you to our friends.
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Very impressed with the system

Excellent service from Greg and his team (Denise is a super star), kept me well informed through out the whole process and all really great to deal with. Very impressed with the system I have received. Thank you very much for the great service and awesome system.
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Done with ease and efficiency

We had Greg Foster install our solar system and it was done with ease and efficiency. However, the best thing has been Greg's after sales support. 
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Exceeding our expectations

The system you installed is exceeding our expectations and we are very happy.
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Impressive, professional and personal

We are very pleased to have chosen Harrisons Solar - Waikato to install our farm solar system. The service from start to finish was impressive, professional and personal. The installation team were well organised, clearly as the result of excellent communication from Greg and Julie. 
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Honest, local, professional.

Honest, local, professional. Highly recommended.
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Excellent product and support

Excellent product and support - very knowledgeable and easy to deal with. Highly recommend Greg and the whole team.
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Happy to sing your praises

We are absolutely thrilled with the performance of the system. I can't speak too highly of the experience from your visit to the house to the final payment. I'm happy to sing your praises (and have already) to anyone who is considering solar.
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On time and easy to deal with

I cannot speak too highly of the quality of service received from Greg and the team at Harrisons Waikato Solar. From the first contact, Greg has been straightforward to deal with, on time (that matters!) and easy to deal with.
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Polite, helpful and efficient

I dealt with David Smith in the Taupo area to purchase and install my solar system. David is thorough, polite, helpful and efficient and I felt assured that he was proficient in his field. Very happy to recommend David and Harrisons to others who are interested in a solar system in the Taupo area.
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Happy with the finished produc

We had fitted a 8kw system by Dave from Harrison’s Taupo. Dave communicated with us well, and provided a very professional service, we are very happy with the finished product and would recommend Dave to others looking at solar.
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Not pushy, very friendly and very professional

Gareth from the Waikato franchise has been brilliant to deal with! I really appreciate him answering all my questions. Not pushy, very friendly and very professional. Great job done. Also I found the installers to be very polite and respectful which is important given the current pandemic. Thanks again
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Great, knowledgeable, prompt

Nerum and Harrisons were great, knowledgeable, prompt and always ready to help, highly recommended for your solar project!
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Really knows his stuff

Fantastic Service and Support! Highly Recommend for supply and Install of solar systems, Nerum really knows his stuff. Many thanks. Andrew
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Impressive service and speed

Impressive service and speed by Guy Coleman and his team. Quoted fast and competitively, then arranged the install quickly to meet our needs. The service team arrived exactly on time and completed the job in under three hours. Highly recommended!
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Our first power bill = $1.48

We explored options available in market to go solar and met Guy Coleman. He was able to explain how this will work for us. Plan he created for us fits perfectly with what our power consumption is. Our first power bill since going solar = $1.48 :-)
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The best decision we've made

Guy Coleman and the Harrisons installation team did a great job in planning and installing our solar system. Going solar was the best decision we've made, and selecting Guy as our partner on this journey was also the right choice.
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Excelled far beyond what I expected 

We obtained 3 quotes for our solar PV system. Based on the quality of products offered, the best price quoted for like-for-like systems and the personal service, we accepted the quote from Harrisons. Happily they excelled far beyond what I expected to receive. 
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Very efficient, well organised

Very good pre-sales communications, well explained options. (Nerum). Installers very efficient, well organised to a system and tidy
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I was in good hands

I've been dealing with Nerum Bonesetter. His concise presentation and his manner, I really felt I was in good hands giving him my order. Every time I had a question I have rung him, and he was friendly and answered all. The process went as he had said. I highly recommend Nerum and his team
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 Another great job

This is the second time I've used Nerum and his team. Another great job. Fast response and quick installation. Very happy.
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All my power paid by solar

Just some positives from my solar. Last 2 months all my power and 80% of gas paid by solar. I am basically only paying TrustPower for the broadband
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 It was so quick and easy

Thanks for your great service! It was so quick and easy, and you were really helpful and full of useful information. Thank you both for a great experience! Looking forward to noticing the difference in the winter! 
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Happy with the whole transaction

We found Nerum very open and he explained our options fully. We are very happy with the whole transaction and are looking forward to receiving our first (smaller) power bill. Thanks Nerum. 
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 Service couldn't have been better

Everyone from Harrisons that we had any contact with were very pleasant, informative and service couldn't have been better. Like to specially thank the installer. He went to extra trouble to install the inverter in garage so it couldn't be seen
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WONDERFUL made easy

Our Process

At Harrisons Solar we keep it easy as 1-2-3. Our expert team knows how to make your transition to Solar smooth and seamless.


Find out more


1

Free In-Home Consultation




2

Free Expert
Design




3

Quality
Installation
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QUALITY GUARANTEED

We only use the best brands
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OUR LOCATIONS

Local solar experts across the country.

Our team of 100% locally owned and operated solar experts will come to you, check your roof, and give you the best price on the spot, for free.
Our LocationsFree Quote
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OUR PROJECTS

How we have helped our customers

Hear from some of our customers on how solar has slashed their power bill.
View our ProjectsFree Quote
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Residential
Canterbury

Stunning Christchurch Home With Solar

This install is one of the many great examples of how solar beautiful architecture can seamlessly work together.

[image: The Roost: A solar, self-sufficiency success story]

Residential
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The Roost: A solar, self-sufficiency success story

Self-generated solar power doesn’t just make business sense because it saves money – it’s also a great way to attract attention.






FAQ

Frequently Asked
Questions

All your Solar questions answered
View All

Will Solar work in NZ? 
+


Absolutely! New Zealand has abundant sunshine and generates between 1,700 and 2,100 sunshine hours annually. Some areas, like Nelson and Gisborne, receive as much as 2,400. Solar Panels don’t require sunshine; they require daylight, so Solar Panels work year-round, even in the lower South Island.





How many Panels do I need?
+


The average energy consumption is essential in determining the number of Solar Panels you need. A retired couple will have a different power consumption than a young family, plus pools, spas, and electric cars can also impact energy requirements.
The amount of energy Solar Panels can generate depends on sun hours and is therefore affected by your location.
Your roof size is crucial because it determines the number of Panels that can fit on your roof, how much energy will be generated, and the cost.
Check out the most popular Harrisons Residential Solar Systems. 





Is Solar right for me? 
+


There are several factors to consider when installing a Solar System in your home. In most scenarios, the benefits of solar power outweigh the drawbacks.











QUALITY GUARANTEED

Trusted by NZ Biggest Home Builders
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Book a FREE on-site measure and quote at a time that suits you, and we can also give you a proposal on the spot.
Free QuoteFind out your Solar potential
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Book an Appointment Today!

Book a FREE on-site measure and quote at a time that suits you, and we can also give you a proposal on the spot.
Free QuoteHow much could you save?








Empowering Sustainable Homes with Solar Panels in NZ
Harrisons Solar, NZ's top solar retailer, holds a nationwide presence and an industry-leading reputation among both customers and suppliers. We are committed to creating energy-efficient Kiwi homes and empowering consumers with sustainable solar solutions. Our mission revolves around providing excellent returns on investment and top-notch after-sale care for all solar installations. At Harrisons Solar, we put you in control; we offer tailored and highly efficient solar solutions, ensuring maximum solar production year-round. Backed by our Harrisons Best Price Guarantee, you can confidently invest in premium solar products from world-leading brands at unbeatable prices. With locally owned mobile solar experts across the country, our team will visit you on-site, evaluating your home's solar potential, discussing your electricity bill, and assessing roof suitability for a seamless solar installation. Join us today on the path to a greener, sustainable future!
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0800 00 33 53Book an Appointment

Join Our Newsletter
sign up for deals and news



Thank you! Your submission has been received!

Oops! Something went wrong while submitting the form.







Price & SavingsFinance
LearnHow Solar WorksWhy Go SolarFAQKnowledge Hub
Residential Solar5kW System8kW System10kW System
Commercial Solar12kW System20kW System60kW SystemFarm SolarSchool Solar
Our ProductsPanelsInvertersBattery StorageMonitoringElectric Car Chargers
AboutAbout HarrisonsOur ProcessPrice PromiseLocationsContact Us
Contact0800 00 33 55NZ based call centre
Mon - Fri: 8:00am - 6.00pm
Sat: 9:30am - 4.00pm
Free Quote
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